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The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the changing demands on higher education in a dynamic environment, underscoring the importance of agility and flexibility. Academics are expected to continue delivery and assessment of programmes whilst pivoting seamlessly into an online environment. With this in mind, the Accounting, Finance & Governance Review invites submissions for a themed issue on ‘Accounting, Finance and Governance Education: Challenges in a Rapidly Changing World’. This themed issue welcomes submissions which address the broad theme of accounting, finance and governance education, drawing on literature reviews, theoretical underpinnings, empirical data (including interview, focus groups, case studies) or future research agendas. Submissions should be original work and not be considered for publication elsewhere.

Topics of interest include but are not limited to:

- Student and academic experiences of online teaching
- Innovation in assessment and evaluation
- Creativity and innovation in the accounting curriculum, including gamification
- Embedding effective group work into the accounting curriculum
- Delivering effective learning in large class sizes
- Active learning, including co-creation of learning with students
- Graduate attributes and skills development for the profession of the future
- Developing students’ emotional intelligence, empathy and resilience
- Academic misconduct, student cheating and the rise of the ‘paper mill’
- Experiences of teaching in a COVID-19 environment
- Professional development of accounting educators
- Transitioning from professional accountancy to academia
Submissions should be made in accordance with Accounting, Finance & Governance Review guidance.

**Deadlines and Schedule**

Submission due date: 30th November 2021.

Expected publication date: Autumn/Winter 2022

Papers should not normally exceed 8,000 words

**Guest editors’ email addresses:**

Joan Ballantine, Ulster University: Email: joan.ballantine@ulster.ac.uk
Rosemarie Kelly, Waterford Institute of Technology: Email: rkelly@wit.ie